
Cloud Computing Consultant
Design and Implement Cloud Solutions

"Cloud Consultant" is a broad title. Broadly 
speaking, it is someone who performs 
consulting activities in relation to Cloud 
technologies and solutions. What a 
consultant might do in a particular job varies 
a lot. While some may specialize in helping 
businesses migrate their current systems to 
the cloud, other  specialize in selecting the 
most appropriate platform based on the 
company's needs and helps design and 
implement high-level architectures.  Some 
may be very technical, focused on specialized 
workloads, like moving IBM z/OS workloads 
to AWS. The general idea is that they bring 
specialist skills into an organization, usually 
to help facilitate specific outcomes over a 
defined period.

Cloud Consultants work on continuous 
improvement of their knowledge of several 
different domains: security, infrastructure, 
data and databases, applications, and 
development. They learn to identify and 
intelligently translate business or functional 
requirements and relay how various 
technologies can be deployed to meet those 
requirements. Often that means becoming a 
subject matter expert within the various 
domains and how those technologies provide 
the best capabilities to enable and deliver 
against those requirements.

Someone who chooses to use the title of 
Cloud Consultant has the responsibility to 
provide a deep understanding of all things 
cloud along with knowledge in some 
specialty areas. 

At the end of the course, you will be able to 
design and implement solutions running on 
Microsoft Azure, gain a broad knowledge of IT 
operations, including networking, 
virtualization, identity, security, business 
continuity, disaster recovery, data platform, 
budgeting, and governance. 

Modules Hours

Technolog  Implementation

Course Structure

Duration

120 ours
6 weekends

Certifications

Contact Us

Microsoft Cloud Architect 
Technologies (AZ-303)

Microsoft Cloud Architect 
Design (AZ-304)

Divergence Academy
14665 Midway Rd, Ste. 220
Addison, TX 75001

(833) DIVERGE

hello@divergence.one

https://divergence.one

Schedule

Weekends: Sat-Sun,
8:00  – 6:00  CST

40

40

40Capstone Project

Planning for DevOps, Source 
Control, Managing Technical Debt, 
Git for Enterprise DevOps, 
Configuring ipelines.

Implementing Continuous 
Integration using Azure Pipelines, 
Managing Application Configuration 
and Secrets, Implementing 
Continuous Integration with GitHub 
Actions, Implementing Continuous 
Deployment using Pipelines, 
Implementing an Appropriate 
Deployment Pattern

Short Course



Cloud Computing Jobs

Cloud Marketing/Product Manager: 

Cloud marketing manager performs product planning and 
marketing for cloud-based solutions, including leading 
and defining the marketing strategy, identifying product 
positioning, creating product concept, creating the 
necessary product specifications, and enabling sales 
processes such as pricing, benefits, and licensing.

Cloud User Support Specialist: 
Cloud user support specialists work to ensure cloud users 
are realizing the full benefits of the cloud and can deliver 
their workloads, such as data, critical business 
applications, and traffic. They also help customers resolve 
operational challenges of cloud computing.

IT Project Manager: 
IT project managers are tasked with the responsibility  
uniting an organization’s cloud efforts, information 
technology infrastructure, corporate engineering, and 
other related product areas at the company. It may also 
include the use of cloud computing technologies to 
manage various IT infrastructures with the company.

Cloud Sales Manager: 
Cloud sales managers are assigned with the duties of 
utilizing the company’s cloud services and marketing 
databases to create, build, and broaden relationships with 
clients. Sales managers in cloud companies are also 
tasked with the responsibility of handling contract 
negotiations and renewals based on the company’s 
subscription plans.

Information Security Analyst: 
Information security analysts are responsible for 
evaluating and providing advice on a company’s cloud 
infrastructure together with its systems and network 
security. In other words, they investigate security needs in 
cases where data is to be migrated to public clouds.

Cloud Consultant: 
Cloud consultants design, implement, migrate, or 
maintain cloud applications, processes, or computing 
systems for an organization. Job duties often include 
software installation and hardware configuration, 
customized according to the company's business 
processes and needs. Responsibilities may involve 
migrating data or legacy applications and conducting 
training for both technical and non-technical staff.

Learn how to design and tailor your resume, establish 
your LinkedIn profile using best in line industry tips and 
tricks, prep for interviews with one-on-one coaching 
sessions, and expand your professional network!

Engage with peers and instructors in Study Group 
Channels on Microsoft Teams.  

Cheshire Pathways
The program is aligned with the National Initiative for 
Cybersecurity Education (NICE) ramework. The NICE Framework 
provides a set of building blocks for describing the tasks, 
knowledge, and skills that are needed to perform security work 
by individuals and teams. 

Through these building blocks, the NICE Framework enables 
organizations to develop their workforces to perform 
cybersecurity work. It also helps learners explore cybersecurity 
work and engages them in appropriate learning activities to 
develop their knowledge and skills.

Support Services

Various Funding Options available 
for you to start this program today
Start Today With $0 Upfront

Income Share Agreement
Pay tuition back in manageable monthly installments after 
you land a job.

Installments
Divide tuition into three payments at $2,500 per 
installment.

Scholarships 
Apply for programs, including our Women in Technology  
scholarship, that provide access to underrepresented  
communities in tech.

Loans 
Apply for a loan from one of our high-quality lenders, Skills 
Fund Financing, for as low as $450 a month.


